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13. Spontaneous Motility as the Comprehensive Functioning 
Principie of the Living 

We have decided with good reason to ser up bio-energetic excitation as lhe 

common functioning principie of energetic chatge and sensation. But this is 

insufficient if our arrangement is to be fruitful. The functions "excitation," 
"charge," and "sensation" are dealt with in different scientific realms—in 
hiology, electrophysics and psychology. Now, it is of decisive significance for 
the progress of the logical development of orgonomir functionalism to filai 
aut what basic preperty of nature is expressed in these three different func-
tions. The formal logical arrangement must be filled hy a concrete natural 

process, which must be accessible to our sense organs and our experimentai 
instruments, if we do not wish to remain mired in formalistic logic and 
schematization. In arder to fulfil the requirements of our functional thought 
technique, we must avoid two different biases: 

If we describe the qualities of a natural process without arranging them 

• The first twelve chapers of Part 11 appeared in this 	. Vol. II, Nos. I, 2 and 3. 2r0 
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togically, we attain knowledge of facts but not of their functional connections. 
lf we arrange facts mechankally without concretely supplying the /rinchem 
which integrate them into an organic unity, e.g., into a living organism, we 
fali victim to logical formalism. The first bias is represented by empiricisrn, 
the second by abstract mathematics. Functionalism leses its value as a toai 
of thinking if the facts do not follow functional logic, and if functional logic 
does not keep pace with concrete observations. Forni and content. develop-
ment and product, the "How" and the "viffier" form two basic branches of 
variations with the common functioning principie of functional thinking. 

What, then, is the concrete natural process which integrares bio-energetic 
excitation, charge and sensation into the functional unity of a "living system" 
ar "organism"? lf we study the three functions in detail, we find that they 
have anly ene single quality in common: sPoN-raNEous moinam 

The psychic states aí anxiety and pieasure are experienced as concrete 
functions aí motility. We experience pleasure directly as a movement of 
expansion, of wiciening; anxiety as the movement of contraction, as in fright, 
as "creeping into oneself" in anxiousness, as a "need to burst" ar "inner 
restlessness" in the acute anxiety state. I would like to point out here that 
1 am rim referring to the "pleasurable" ar "unpleasurable" quality of the 

perceptual states, but oniy te the sensation of motility. The word "move-
menedirectly expresses in everyday language what actually takes piam in the 
nanism: one fcels "inoved." This "laeing moved" can be strong or weak, 
agreeable «r disagreeable, but it is always movement. 

Pleasurahle 
Movement -f< 

UnpiwsurabIe 

Ohserved at the oscillograph, inner motility is accornpanied by processes 
af charge and discharge. The characteristic of the charge, equally valid 
whether centripetal as in anxiety, ar peripheral as in pleasure, is again move-
ment. this time the movement of the skin porential, its "tvandering," This 
movement of the potential, visibk as the movement of the light streak from 
ihe mirrar of the galvanometer, can be rapid or slow, in this ar that direction; 
it can be sudden or hesitaring. The common functioning principie in ali 
these phenomena, which express so many different pari functions, is always 
moveram:. It is even possibie to understand the :Trapping, of movement, its 
cessation, as a special state of movement, as immoinlity. "Psychic immobility" 
or "affeet block," as in catatonics, corresponds to it ia the realm of sensations. 
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The common functioning principie of motility is evidenced in physiological 

and physical realms as motion of charge. 

As a bio-energe& functioning principie, the excitation of the organism 

forms the basis of the movement of sensations and the movement of charges. 
What do we mean concretely when we speak of "bio-energetic excitation"? 

We must not make the mistake of mechanistic description and claim to 
"understand" natural processes when we give them a name and catalogue 

them. Concretely, what is "bio-energetic excitation" mude up of? On the 

basis of microscopic observations of protozoa, roots, wheat seeds, transparent 

worms, etc., the answer is again: Bio-energetic excitation functions visibly as 

MOVRMENT of racrromasm. These movements can again occur rapidly ot 

slowly, in this or that direction; they can be hesitant or convulsive. We are 

always referring to plasmatic motility when we speak of bio-energetic excita-

tion. Specific kinds of plasmatic motility correspond to specific states of 

excitation, which we in turn describe with specific terms such as "rapid," 
"eager," "hesitant," "stagnant," etc. Not only the principie of motility itself, 

hut also its different forms of expression are common to the three functioning 

principies. We can equally well apply the words "hesitant" or "eager" to the 

sensations, to the movement of the skin potential. and to the plasmatic motil- 

ity of an ameba. 
Thus, the objective process of movement has different forros which give 

us a distinct qualitative impression such as "eager," "anxious," "cautious," 
etc. Bio-energetic movements have or show moving expressions which are 

meaningful. The "meaning" of living functions was hitherto sharp)y sep. 

arated from and incompatible with the "mechanics" of living functioning. 

Now, since both "movement" (mechanics) and "meaning" (psychic) are 

functionally derived from one single bio-energetic function, plasmatic expres-

sive motim: or EMOTIONAL EXPRESSION, the deep abyss between quality and 

quantity, psychic and physical is bridged in the depths of the "MOVING" living, 

substance. Note carefully that language grasped this functional identity long 
before the human intellect succeeded in formulating it scientifically: Living 

protopiasm is "moving" in the physical as well as in the emotional sensc of 
tlmcanin gf ul expression." A rock before one's foot which suddenly (nu 

"moving" would certainly be a quite "moving" event for the observer. 
From here we can further proceed in our functional formulations. 
Spontaneous motility as the com prehensive functioning principie (CFP) of 

Me living forms the starting point of a series of possibilities for scientific 

research:  

a. Biological motility is characterized by INTENsrry of sensations and by 
of bio-energetic charges. Intensity and quantity are different func-

nuns which condition one another and which are functionally identical in the 
CFP of movement. 

Intensity or quality 
Movement -f< 

Quantity 

b. Bio-energetic motility is further characterized by the functional pair of 
MOVEMENT OF EXPRESSION and EXPRESSION OF MOVEMENT. Every movement of a 
living organism has a comprehensible, i.e.,"meaningful" expression and each 
expression corresponds to a definite movement. The EXPRESSA LANGUAGE of 
the organism lies beyond verbal expression; we learn how to understancl 
it in medicai orgonomy. 

Movement of expression 

Expression of movement 

c. Bio-energetic motility is also characterized by chemico-physical proc-
esses, by movement of ions in the body fluids, by action currents in the heart 
And muscles, by movement in chemical combinations, etc., and by the move-
ment of sensations. Here obviously belongs the phenomenon of the sensation 
of DURATION in the ego. 

d. The totality of the organism, with spontaneous motility as its compre-
hensive functioning principie, is characterized again somatically or physiologi-
cally by a unity of different organ functions on the one hand and subjective 
ego perception on the other. Ego perception is composed of different organ 
perceptions; it forms a unity which is indivisible. Where the somatic organ 
functions base integration in their unity, bodily sicknesses appear. A brain 
tumor, for instante, excludes the brain from the total function of the organ-
ism. Similarly, a schizophrenic deiusion excludes a part of the organ percep-
tions from the unitary ego perception. The well-known dissociatiun of the 
affertive personality is a result that is exactly described by the term SCHIZO-
phrenia. Thus, we are able to apply a new criterion for the judgment of 
hiological "health" and "sickness." The undisturbed totality of organismic 
functions in both the somatic and the psychic realms establishes "health" or 
normality" in the bio-energetic sente. Every disturbance in this totality and 

unity, be it in the somatic or the psychic realm, will be the basis for disease 
a greater or lesser degree. From here the path ieads finto medicai pathoiogy, 

Living motility 
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which can only be a functional pathology if it elaims tu troai the organism as 
biological unity. 
e. The must important realm of research is °penal to us if we now ask, 

with logical consistency: On what is the motility o/ Me organism based? Or, 

pui diffcrently: WHAT *luvas? For this motility, as largo as its functioning 
realm may be, is itseit nathing uitimate, as the tnystic and the tnetaphysician 
assume, bui it must have an origin, a developmental principie, and a function• 
nig principie. We can, indeed we must, draw this logical conclusion and 
piace the living with its functioning principie of motility in a still widcr 
functioning fraMtWOrk of movement. We mitst comprehend living mordi:). 

itself in principie as a vartation of still simpler natural functions of movrment, 

even if we are not ¡liste tu fill this formal principie of thought with a single 
concrete fact. For, tu repeal, to hegin with the consistency in our thinking is 
always more importam that' Ext. 

We must now arrangc the concept of "zsurriots," which in present-day 
psychology and medicine mies so wide a realm, in arder tu pave the way for 
subsequent concrete investigations. The word "emotiiin" is ordinariiy used 
interchangeably with the word "feeling" ar "affect." This significa that it is 
limited to the realm of thc psychic. Doubtless this limitation rests an the 
equating of the psychic and the hiological, which, as we have seen, is wrong. 
We must assume that the human animal formulated the word "emotion" an 
the basis of bis urgan perceptions. Within)t bringing in any etymological 
proof, we may ~elude that in so doing fie fias simply described bis inflcr 
state of "motility." Kut in this case the concept "emotion" cannot be limited 
to the realm af psychic functioning (in thc scnse of our functional thought 
tcchnique) for there are ais() physical and hio-energetk gales of movement. 
That the emotional process objectively has hio-energetic and not only psychic 
significance will clearly emerge from the presentation of the clinicai residi,  

which we are obtaining in medicai orgonomy. 
We have designated the function of plasmatic motility as the common 

comprehensive functioning principie of ALL LiviNo nature. It foliows logicalh 
that this functioning principie distinguishes the living as a specific function-
ing realm of nature from other realms of functioning. We could itere Ix 
satisfied with the hasty conclusion that the living is distinguished from non. 
living nature, as a jellyfish is from a rock in the soa, by movement. This 

conclusion brings us imo difficulties, for there is also movement in nonliving 
nature, such as the movement of electrons and planeis, the surface of the 
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ocean, gravitational acceleration, etc. We will have to define still more pre-
sisely the function of living motility, if we wish to penetrate beyond the 
realm of the living. This functional question is cif the very first importance. 
Utt its correct answcr dependa whether we may or may not correctiy integrate 
the living Mio nonliving nature. 

14. The Form of Movement—A Function of the Energy Form 

The foliowing details of thought technique are decisivo if one wishes to 
understand huw a purely physical energy cuuld be discovered in the realm of 
bio-energeric emotions. 

In natural research the qualities of an energy are dcrived, as a matter of 
methodical principie, from the phenomena of its effects. Thus, one infers the 
"resistance" which a wire opposcs to the passage of electrical energy from its 
hear. The velocity of electrical transmission is conciuded from the time 
elapsing between contact closure and effect at sei distances. One concludes 
the wave character of light from the phenomena af interference and refrac-
iion, the spced of mechanical sound waves from the time elapsing between 
tone production and tone perception at certain distances. Thus, une generally 
draws conclusions from the form of movement to Me energy form. This 
principie is also to be applied consistently in the rcalm cif the living: 

The basic propertics of bio-energy must correspond to Me forms of move-

ram of the living. In arder tu understand the functions of the energy which 
governs the living, wc must observe and descrihe the common functioning 
principie of living movements; we must find what is common to them in the 
total realm of the living, and we must pursue it roto the most importam 
variations. A thorough survey of ali living mnvements shows that the living 
moves in an essentially different way than does the rest aí nature. The basic 
movement of the living is :chove ali spontaneous; it is dou,  compared with 
iight, electricity ar sound waves. It has the character of flowing andulations. 
This form cif movement is most clearly expressed in worms, in the intestines, 
and in amehae. One can unite them under the temi "peristalüs." 

This movement is composed of alternating expansion and contraction of 
living substance; it is a kind of osciliation which we call pulsation. We can 
observe this pulsation, very much slowed down, in the realm of plant growth: 
The rings on the tree trunk, for instante, represem clearly the alternation be-
tween expansion in growth, and contraction in lignification. The alternating, 
nulsatory character of piam growth is especially heautiful to observe in the ivy 

t 

. 
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plant. lts clinging growth aiternates a foot adhering to the wall with a leal 
stem up to the fite air. The more precisely wc study the arrangements in thc 
piam kingdom, thc more clearly emerges the rhythmic, pulsatory character 
of the energy movement—in the position of the 'caves, in their inner structure. 
in the branching cif the stem, in the splitting-up of root and trunk, etc. 

The pulsatory movement is speedier in the realm of animal organs, in the 
action of the heart, in respiration, and—with particular vividness—in the 
orgastic convulsion. The jellyfish probahly presents the purest type of pulsa-
tion; here total locomotion is directly identical with total pulsation. The 
muscles of animais also pulsatc, e.g., in the gallop of a horse ar in the leal) 

ai a deer. 
In ali cases of biological movement the membranes of the organism are ser 

into pulsation by an energy. 'The energy impulses arise within the living 

organism. They are independent of outer forces, in contrast tu nonliving 

matter. The spontaneous inner impulse is a specific characteristic ar function-

ing principie aí the living that is not to be found elsewhere in =um 

Similarly, movement against the pedi of gravito is a specific function of thc 

living, as in the growth of plants, the waik of animais, and the flight of birds. 
If we study the process, we find that the mechanical energy which is activc 

in it represents itself a function of the living, and not vice versa. The state-

menti "The mechanical energy of living movement creates the functions of 

bio-energy," is absolutely meaningless. On the other hand, the reverse state-

ment: "The pulsatory movements of bio-energy do mechanical work," is full 

of significance. The mechanics of living movements is secondary; it is a spe-

cial function of bio-energy. It cannot be primary mechanical energy that 

causes the pulsation; for the living pulsates More it moves mechanicallt, 

i.e., overcomes space. 
These results cif functional thought are of quite decisivo significance for 

our further natural research, particularly for the integration af living nature 
into the general natural process and for the functional comprehension of 

nonliving nature. This is iam already clear to anynne who has occupied him. 

self with basic scientific questions: 
For the first time in the history of natural research the primary nature nf 

mechanical energy is questioned: We derive a mechanical functioning princi-

pie from the functional principie of pulsation, Mechanics in the living realm 
is suhordinated ta functionalism. The next logical question follows imrne-
diately which we will have to answer concretely: "Is the derivation of 
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mcchanical from functional principies of movement valid only in the realm 
of living nature or is it universally valid in nature?" 

We cannot evade this logical question if we wish to describe the living 
accurately and tu incorporate it into natural processes in general. The question 
was not forced; it is, on the contrary, a necessary thought result, as upsetting 
J5 it may sound to any student of the principies of natural research. But we 
must not be frightened away from any conclusion so long as it follows with 
logical consistency from the facts. The mechanical functioning principie does 
not expiamos an mota of basic bio-energettc processes, and it itself requires func-
nona! derivation. Anticipating our later presentation, this can already be 
confinned by means of physical formulations. We will now make use of thc 
language of physics for a short stretch: 

The physics of nonliving matter defines ENERGY as the "capacity to do 
woxx." The unit af energy and work is the same, the ERC. An erg is com-
pletely described mathematically when we multiply the mass hy the distance 
which it traveis squared, and then divide this product hy time-squared: 
m X 12  X t-2  = erg. 

Mechanistic physics now asserts: 
a. A definite amount of mechanical energy accornplishes a definite quantity 

of work. They are—the Ioss of energy through friction heat included—
cquivalent. 

b. Mechanical energy is a product of FORCE times DISTA \CE. If a force moves 
a body forward in space, it accomplishes work. The unir of force is the 
DYNE, the product aí mass times distance ciivided hy time-squared: DYNE = 
rn X 1 X 1-2. 

c. Since a definite amount of energy corresponds to a definite amount of 
work, work can also be described as the product of force times distance: 
m121 1 = rrilr 2  X 1. 

The reader who has attentively followed the details of functional thinking 
up to this point has surely seen the abundante of prohlems, even if as yet 
without order, which result here for functionalism: 

For the mechanist, et/cru "here" accomplishes work "rhere"; for him, 
energy and work are two natural processes which are "in interaction" with 
une another: If a motor is turned by means of electrical energy, it can do 
work. In this manner electrical energy is "transformed" into mechanical work. 
Reversing the process, we can move a dynamo mechanically and obtain elec-
trical energy. Mechanical work has beca transformed into electrical energy. 
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The functional setting is the following: 

Dynamo 4- Motor 
Encrgy + Work 

In a dynamo or a motor we know exactly where the energy comes from. 
The energy which turras the motor electrically stems from the dynamo, and 
the mechanical energy which moves the dynamo stems from the motor. 

In this narrow functioning realm, the mechanical principie af thought is 

fully valid. it describes in a satisfactory rammer the alternating function of 
energy and work. Since work always consists in motion, i.e., the overcoming 
of space, and since mechanical energy without distance (= length = 1) is 

inatnceivahle, the CFP of both work and energy is the product of force 

times distance: 

Mechanical energy (mrt-2) 

Work (mi'-t') 

m X 1 X t s is contained in both formulae, the energy and the work 

formulae which are identical in the mathematical sense: 

m X 1' X t' (ERc) =mXIX 	(orNE) X 1 (Dis-rmecE). 

To be sure, thc mechanist knows that energy and work represent mechani-
cal equivalents, even if he does rim functionally descrihe these fundiam ir: 
our sense. Hut his thinking is limited to this mechanical realm of functioning. 
On the other hand, we have just reduced mechanical "energy" and mechanical 
"work" to paired functions with the common functioning principie of foro: 
times distance, and hcnce cannnt, whether we like it ar not, limit ourselves rn 

this given functioning realm. For with the functional forrnulation of tlx 
identity aí mechanical energy and mechanical work we have autornaticall 

raised the nem question: 1f Me function, force times distance, is Me commorr 
functioning principie of mechanical energy and mechanical rriork. it moa 
itself be Me variaria', of a deeper functioning principie that is necessarils 
wider than that of mechanical energy and mechanical work. 

What is Mis deeper functioning principie? What qualities does it contain' 
What is the second function that pairs with the function, force rimes distante: 

Briefly and simply: Whence :terra Me "force" in the functions of mechani-

cal work and mechanical energy? WHAT "FORCES" SIOTIUN AND WHY ? 

lts origin must necessarily be deeper than that cif pure mechanics; it 
closer than mechanics to the common functioning principie aí nature. Th(  

functions of mechanics have an origin. They are not. primary ar ultánate, 
hut sccondary functions; in principie, they are genetically derivabIe. 

These functional conclusions transgress the rigid boundaries which mecha-
nistic thinking has erected in nature. We must be fully aware of the canse-
quences af this functional deduction. It is in sharp contradiction to the 
mechanistic "world picture." More, it disputes the mechanistic principie af 
thought as a tool of knowledge when it is applied to the understanding of 
functioning ira nature generally. It does not dispute the correctness of mecha-
nistic thinking in the realm aí mechanical functions. It is completely valid 
there. But if the mechanics which we meet in astrophysical thearies is nen 
primary, if it is itself methodologicaily and necessarily derivable, then ali 
physical theories tumble ia so far as they reduce the natural functions in prin-
cipie to mechanics as the uitimate natural process. 

Classico' physics has itself seen its limitations; but it was not ia a pasition 
to fill the gaps which mechanistic thinking lefr open. The electron theory, 
too, is cif a mechanical nature and therefore is not valid ia the basic functions 
of nature, if all mechanics is in principie derivable, i.e., secondary, and if it 
itself obeys a wider and deeper natural law. 

When a mountain climber, through hard exertion, fias reached a high 
summit, he enjoys a vast view. He does nor know the vastness around hirn 
in detail, he sees only its contours. He knows that beyond the horizon spreads 
a wider, stiil unsurveyed territory. In arder to manter practically that which is 
ss ithin his horizon, thc mountain climber must explore each individual UI, 
tine after another. He cannot do that alone; he needs co-workers, heipers--
enthusiastic, enduring workers. Hut the summit he has conquered, from 
which he enjoys the spaciousness, is his own. He has conquered that summit 
practically. 

.and so it is for the natural researcher who has succceded ia mastering 
concretely and practically a basic riddle of nature. He has gained an impor-
tant, new paint of view, and may now, from its perspective, cnjoy the 
brnader survey. This survey is no longer a dream, no longer mcre scientific 
peculation. It is a reality though it is not yet fully mastered in ali its details. 

The functional unification af bio-energetic movement, physiological excita-
dor; and psychic sensation formed the high mountain peak, which around 
19i6 the then embryonic orgnnomy had mastered practically. From here 1 
was able to look imo a far-reaching new 'and, the complete practical mastery 

which I dared not hope for. 5ti11, it was conceivable that I world have the 

Force X distance (mit 2  X 1) -f< 
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good fortune of reaching one or the other of the peaks that were closest to 
me. No more than a mountain climber in an unexplored land can say which 

way leads to the nearest peak and what is its configuration, could 1 in 

1936 have predicted what concrete results would yield the conclusion that 
mechanicai functioning in nature can itself be reduced to a wider and deeper 

functioning principie. Arbitrariness is excluded in such well-controlled 
thought processes, for incorrect thinking in natural science does not lead tu 

verifiable results. At that time I committed only one error in thinking, :ta 
error which had dangerous consequentes: 1 thought that the view which 
I cnjoyed would also delight some researchers in mechanistic science. 1 did 
not know that they would become panicky as soon as it was presented to 
them and would cal' for the palite. 

I had no premonition at the time that the entangled and concealed path-
ways which my work took in the following decade and a half, would lead to 

the orgonometric results of the last sections of chis manuscript. My conclu-
sions did not form a prejudice but only a thought possibility. I would noi 

have defended it against attacks then as 1 do today; 1 was ready to drop it. 

The way my work hypothesis was verified in the course of the following ten 

years demonstrares that the process nf correct thinking is itself a natural 
process in the observer. Thus, we are describing natural processes even whei) 
we investigate, correctly, the function of thinking itself. 

(Written Summer, 194;') 
(To be continued 
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Projeto Arte Org 
Redescobrindo e reinterpretando W. Reich 
 
Caro Leitor 
Infelizmente, no que se refere a orgonomia, seguir os passos de Wilhelm Reich e de sua equipe de investigadores é uma questão 
bastante difícil, polêmica e contraditória, cheia de diferentes interpretações que mais confundem do que ajudam. 
Por isto, nós decidimos trabalhar com o material bibliográfico presente nos microfilmes (Wilhelm Reich Collected Works Microfilms) em 
forma de PDF, disponibilizados por Eva Reich que já se encontra circulado pela internet, e que abarca o desenvolvimento da orgonomia 
de 1941 a 1957. 
 
Dividimos este “material” de acordo com as revistas publicadas pelo instituto de orgonomia do qual o Reich era o diretor. 
01- International Journal of Sex Economy and Orgone Research (1942-1945). 
02- Orgone Energy Bulletin (1949-1953) 
03- CORE Cosmic Orgone Engineering (1954-1956)  
 
E logo dividimos estas revistas de acordo com seus artigos, apresentando-os de forma separada (em PDF), o que facilita a organizá-
los por assunto ou temas. 
Assim, cada qual pode seguir o rumo de suas leituras de acordo com os temas de seu interesse. 
Todo o material estará disponível em inglês na nuvem e poderá ser acessado a partir de nossas páginas Web. 
 
Sendo que nosso intuito aqui é simplesmente divulgar a orgonomia, e as questões que a ela se refere, de acordo com o próprio Reich 
e seus colaboradores diretos relativos e restritos ao tempo e momento do próprio Reich. 
Quanto ao caminho e as postulações de cada um destes colaboradores depois da morte de Reich, já é uma questão que extrapola 
nossas possibilidades e nossos interesses. Sendo que aqui somente podemos ser responsáveis por nós mesmos e com muitas restri-
ções. 
 
Alguns destes artigos, de acordo com nossas possiblidades e interesse, já estamos traduzindo.  
Não somos tradutores especializados e, portanto, pedimos a sua compreensão para possíveis erros que venham a encontrar. 
 
Em nome da comunidade Arte Org. 
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09 R. H. Atkin. Mathematical Questiones Without Answers 1951 
McF 308 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 3, No. 2. Apr. 1951 
Interval 25-27 Pag. 106-110 
 
10 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II D 1947 
McF 311 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 1. Jan. 1952 
Interval 2-8 Pag. 1-12 
 
11 Charles R. Keller. Causality and Freedom A funcional Analysis 1952 
McF 311 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 1. Jan. 1952 
Interval 20-23 Pag. 37-43 
 
12 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism Parte II E 1947 
McF 314 Orgone Energy Bulletin. Vol. 4, No. 4. Oct. 1952 
Interval 11-16 Pag. 186-196 
------------------------------- 
------------------------------- 
 
-------------------- 
Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism 
------------------- 



4 
 

01 Wilhelm Reich The Developmental History of Orgonomic Functionalism A 1946 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I 
Interval 6-20 Pag. 1-29 
 
02 Wilhelm Reich The Biological Revolution from Homo Normalis to the Child of the Future 1950 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I 
Interval 21-43 Pag. 30-74 
 
03 Wilhelm Reich A Note on Sympathetic Understanding. 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I 
Interval 43-47 Pag. 75-82 
 
04 Wilhelm Reich The Silente Observer A 1952 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I 
Interval 47-55 Pag. 83-99 
 
05 Wilhelm Reich Functional Thinking 1950 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol I. I 
Interval 56-62 Pag. 100-112 
 
06 Wilhelm Reich The Developmental History of Orgonomic Functionalism B 1946 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II 
Interval 4-15 Pag. 1-23 
 
07 Wilhelm Reich The Silente Observer B 1952 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II 
Interval 16-20 Pag. 24-33 
 
08 Wilhelm Reich Wrong Thinking Kills 1936 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II 
Interval 21-25 Pag. 34-43 
 
09 Wilhelm Reich On Using The Atomic Bomb 1945 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II 
Interval 26-28 Pag. 44-49 
 
10 Wilhelm Reich Mans Roots In Nature 1950 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol II. II 
Interval 29-41 Pag. 50-74 
 
11 Wilhelm Reich The Developmental History of Orgonomic Functionalism C 1947 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol III. III 
Interval 4-13 Pag. 1-19 
 
12 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Pulsation 1944 A 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol III. III 
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Interval 14-35 Pag. 20-63 
 
13 Wilhelm Reich The Evvasiveness of Homo Normalis 1947 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol III. III 
Interval 36-49 Pag. 64-91 
 
14 Wilhelm Reich The Developmental History of Orgonomic Functionalism D 1947 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol IV. IV 
Interval 4-13 Pag. 1-18 
 
15 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Pulsation 1944 B 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol IV. IV 
Interval 13-24 Pag. 19-40 
 
16 Wilhelm Reich Orgone Functions in Weather Formation 1946 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol IV. IV 
Interval 24-29 Pag. 41-51 
 
17 Wilhelm Reich The Attitude of Mechanistic Natural Science to the Life Problem 1941 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol IV. IV 
Interval 30-35 Pag. 52-63 
 
18 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism in Non-Living Nature A 1947 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V 
Interval 4-13 Pag. 1-19 
 
19 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Pulsation 1944 C 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V 
Interval 14-26 Pag. 20-44 
 
20 Wilhelm Reich Parents as Educators 1926 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V 
Interval 26-37 Pag. 45-66 
 
21 Wilhelm Reich Open Season on Truth 1942 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V 
Interval 37-48 Pag. 67-88 
 
22 Wilhelm Reich The Fundamental Problem of Form 1935 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol V. V 
Interval 48-48 Pag. 89-89 
 
23 Wilhelm Reich Orgonomic Functionalism in Non-Living Nature B 1947 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI 
Interval 4-14 Pag. 1-21 
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24 Wilhelm Reich Orgonotic Pulsation D 1944 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI 
Interval 15-21 Pag. 22-35 
 
25 Wilhelm Reich Desert Development and Emotional Dedness 1953 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI 
Interval 22-29 Pag. 36-50 
 
26 Wilhelm Reich Process Of Integration in the Newborn and the Schizophrenic 1950 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI 
Interval 29-39 Pag. 51-71 
 
27 Wilhelm Reich The Meaning of Disposition to Disease 1944 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI 
Interval 40-41 Pag. 72-75 
 
28 Wilhelm Reich The Difficulty 1948 
Wilhelm Reich-Orgonomic Functionalism - Vol VI. VI 
Interval 42-42 Pag. 76-76 
----------------- 
-------------------------- 
 
--------- 
CORE. 
----------------- 
-------------------------- 
Orgonomic Functionalism 
-------------------------- 
 
01 Robert A. McCullough. Rocky Road Toward Functionalism 1955 
McF 319 CORE. Vol. 7, No. 3,4. Dec. 1955 
Interval 26-31 Pag. 144-154 
 
 




